
Skinning the Cat

Somewhere in Helmand Province, Afghanistan, present day

There’s more than one way to fight a war.  A quiet day in a small village near Shah 

Karez erupts into chaos as multiple factions descend on an ordnance-disposal and 

diplomatic patrol, and winning of hearts and minds tangles with the ethos of two in 

the chest, one in the head.

This scenario requires four players, one for each of the four factions (who should 

each be given the appropriate faction information pack from this document), and 

will probably require an umpire as well who knows the whole story (who should 

read everything).  It can benefit from an element of role-playing, where players of 

aligned factions are not allowed discuss in-game subjects with each other until their 

miniatures have made contact.

Scenario Information

Duration of Game:  

Initiative:  

Special Conditions:  

•Air Defence Environment:  Light Air Defence

•Local Taliban forces begin play hidden and may conduct an Ambush.



•Each player should have a miniature representing their named character.  No 

allied factions are sharing communications; in order for players to discuss 

matters, their miniatures must make physical contact.

•Local Taliban may not fire on SBS until they have left the jingle truck - they 

don’t know who they are!

Fog of War:  Determined normally by Reaction Test rolls

Special Assets:  Dedicated air support is available to British Army forces as 

described under Special Rules.

Table Size:  6’ x 4’

Timeline of Events:

•Turn 1:  Activating as normal at SBS player’s determination, SBS jingle truck 

drives on from table-edge with Warlord’s Army vehicles in pursuit.  No British 

Army nor Local Taliban units may fire at either faction during this turn as 

confusion reigns.

•Turn 3:  One foot-mobile Warlord’s Army unit becomes available to move onto 

the table during each Arrival of Reinforcements phase until all have deployed. 

Apache arrives on-station, available to British Army only (this should be a 

surprise to the British Army player).

•Three turns from game end:  Chinook arrives on-station, available to Coalition 

forces.

Special Rules

All special rules from the Enduring Freedom book are in effect, although some will 

not apply due to equipment not present in the scenario.  For the purposes of Close 

Air Support Restrictions, the scenario is considered to take place post-2008.

House Rules

The Medic!, Pinning, and Range Modifiers house rules from the Ambush Alley 

Games Wiki are in effect by default in this scenario, and a version of the Brownie 

Points & Own Goals system is incorporated into the victory points for each faction.



The Car Chase

The car chase happens when the SBS player activates the jingle truck; the 

Warlord’s Army player does not have to separately activate the pursuit vehicles.    

Modified Troop Quality checks are used for moving.  Perform all movement, then all 

shooting.

Movement:  Jingle truck makes a 12” rapid move (or 6” tactical, if chosen or off-

road), and a modified Troop Quality test.  Each pursuing vehicle makes a modified 

Troop Quality test; the difference between their result and the jingle truck’s is the 

distance in inches gained or lost (modifying its chosen move).  The pursuing 

vehicles are assumed to begin the game 4” behind the jingle truck.  Modifiers are:

•Off-road suspension: +1

•Highly manoeuvrable: +1

•Slow speed: -1

•Poor manoeuvrability: -1

(this means the technical has +1, the motorbikes +2, and the jingle truck -2)

Each Pin marker reduces speed by 1”.

Then each vehicle can choose a manoeuvre, or choose not to take one.  Each 

requires the same modified Troop Quality roll, with a fail resulting in no manoeuvre, 

and a roll not exceeding its Difficulty resulting in a crash.

•Hold her steady (difficulty 1):  +1 Firepower Die for shooting from the vehicle

•Evasive driving (difficulty 2):  +1 Defence Die

•Pedal to the metal (difficulty 1):  Extra inches equal to amount succeeded by

•Shake ‘em (difficulty 2):  Target enemy vehicle makes opposed modified TQ test, if 

it loses it crashes (cannot be attempted by motorbikes)

Crashing:  Vehicle continues 2d6”, 1-2 45° left, 3-4 straight ahead, 5-6 45° right.  If 

it strikes a solid object in the first third of its 2d6”, roll d10 on Small Arms vs Soft 

Skins table; second third d8, third third d6.

Shooting:  Each vehicle shooting rolls an unmodified Troop Quality die to determine 

initiative order.  Each vehicle gets one shot per turn, highest TQ roll first.  Usual 

rules apply: -1 die for Rapid Speed, -1 for firing from a soft-skinned vehicle, -1 for 

Dependents, drivers can’t fire, and so on.  Motorbikes can fire RPGs, of course.


